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Abstract  

This study examines the concepts and conditions of the Somaliland freedom of speech and 

expression in connection with the notion of democracy. The study glances back the legacy of 

the decades-long rule of the Africa’s authoritarian regimes with single party systems used to 

rule, suppress and even ban the birth of any kind of independent media except the state-run 

media. The study links the Africa’s freedom of speech dilemma with the Somaliland media 

condition, a de facto state with an independent media though it experiences frequent 

challenges not only from its internal weaknesses but also from the state instruments. The 

study looks at the link between proliferation and pluralism of the press to the absence of 

professional ethics, objective reporting and social responsibility with defined critical 

thinking principles. The study mainly relied on secondary data with limited primary sources 

includes individual interviews and discussions with dignitaries, academicians, and 

journalists. In secondary sources, relevant literatures from books, journals, policy 

documents, among others were reviewed. The conclusion sketches innovative strategy as a 

way forward that aims to address the challenges that face the Somaliland freedom of speech 

and expression, and at the same time narrow the gaps that existed within the media itself 

such as low level of education, lack of professional integrity and discipline as well as 

institutional weaknesses that emanate at least from two compatible fronts: inadequate 

training programs and absence of effective policies that may perhaps regulate the media. 
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Introduction  

At first glance, it is likely important to delineate by what exactly do we mean two separate 

but too closely interrelated concepts: the “free press” and “free expression”? According to 

the media related literatures, the first is described as the “right to publish newspapers, 

magazines, and other mass communications without governmental restriction and 

interference or prior censorship”. While the second is defined as the “right to express one’s 

ideas and opinions freely through speech, writing, and other forms of communication 

without deliberately causing harm to other’s character and/or reputation by false or 

misleading statements that have the potential to affect other people’s lives” (Raphael 2001). 

Therefore, the first is regarded as an important component of the second concept. Thus, 

freedom of speech and expression is vital in a democratic society and it is in everyone’s 

interests that need to be preserved or upheld.  

In Africa, the consolidation of democracy and its role in the growth of an independent press 

in the continent is an important context for this analysis. Until recently, much of the African 

press was hostage to political interests who capsized the dream of a free press; while on the 

other hand, the already existing press is used by the governments as agents for propaganda 

(Henry & Jeffrey 1996; Richard 2003; Minabere 2008). Therefore, it seems obvious that an 

intimidated press is unlikely to command the trust of the general public and to be an 

effective actor for social change and reform. 

In this situation, the manipulation of power and corruption in the political process lies at the 

heart of the Africa’s political maneuvers which endanger or made it uncertain the 

independence of the press. On the other hand, African politics have tended to be contentious 

along ethnic divisions, with the contentiousness sometimes engendered and exploited for 

political reasons (Blaine 1991; Michael & Nicolas 1994; Henry & Jeffrey 1996; Martin 

2006; Stefan 2006). For this reason, when partisanship in the press mirrors such divisions, 

the press losses it’s potential to bridge social gulfs and inspire reforms (Kwame 2004). In 



this regard, one may argue that, seeing a promising feature of the Africa’s democratization is 

subject to a free and independent press. 

In Somaliland, following its separation from the rest of Somalia in 1991, it opted for 

“customary democracy” and established hybrid system that has a root and domino effect in 

its culture and authorities (Mary 2012). This could be linked to the political and social 

culture that survived on the ground and made potential to exercise cultural based democratic 

rights which include but not limited to: freedom of speech, expression, association, 

demonstration. This kind of determination made the newly emerged state to witness many 

privately-owned print media that disseminate the news outlets to the citizens at large, due to 

the fact that the state had no nationwide radio and TV that reaches in and outside the 

boundaries of the state until recently . 1

As far as the issue of media concerned, the media is regarded as the fourth pillar of the state 

in the democratic societies after the executive, the judiciary, and the legislature. In 

Somaliland, it is not a surprise to note that the media has taken the critical role for the state 

and peace building processes as well as the democratization stages . Moreover, all types of 2

the private media are usually seen servicing both to the opposition and the ruling cliques, 

while the government-owned media in one way or another seem missing objective reporting 

(Farhan et al. 2009). Thus, biasing its news and favoring both the government and its ruling 

party became apparent not only from the current regime, but also was a common practice of 

the former regimes. 

Indeed, the most important thing that needs to be seen comparatively is the relations of the 

Somaliland successive governments with the non-state media. As many journalists have 

argued, during the Egal  regime (1993–2002), the freedom of speech and expression has 3

 Interview with a senior journalist at one of the privately-owned newspapers, Hargeisa, Somaliland1

  Ibid., 1.2

 Son of a businessman, the first Prime Minister of the State of Somaliland when it gained its independence in 1960; 3

the ousted and last civil-elected Prime Minister of Somalia in 1969, and the second President of Somaliland from 
1993–2002



reached its peak, though occasionally there were some challenges and frictions between the 

media and the government. But, the successor of the Egal, the Riyale  had had a difficult 4

relationship with the media, while Silanyo  – the incumbent regime – has institutionalized 5

harsh measures and continued harassment, detention, and prison against the non-state media.  

In this respect, though a number of incidents had happened during the first three years of the 

Silanyo–Saylici leadership which equivalent to the eight years tenure of the Riyale regime in 

regards to the number of the media oppressions recorded according to the media 

associations. Unfortunately, two recent events had focused attention yet again on democracy 

in Somaliland. The first was the temporary shut down and the airing off of the HCTV, a 

privately-owned TV, in early 2012 after it released footages about the country’s situation by 

reciting the last public speech of the Somaliland former president Dahir Riyale in July, 2010 

(CPJ 2012).  

The second was the close up and the subsequent arrest of the Hubaal newspaper manager 

and the editor-in-chief in alleging for providing propaganda platform to oppossion figures 

and suspicion creating editorial outlets against government officials as well as some foreign 

missions in Somaliland (CPJ 2013; The Economist 2013).  

In many regards, these two cases are significant because they highlight the diverging 

government practices outcomes in contemporary Somaliland politics. Somaliland is referred 

as one of the few African countries though it has not been yet recognized by any country or 

international organization in which the multi-party elections led to the succession of the state 

power. Indeed, Silanyo’s massive electoral victory of 2010 and the smooth transition to the 

post-Riyale regime was hailed at that time as a vindication for the view that the media and 

the freedom of speech has taken root in Somaliland and regarded as the most important actor 

 The Vice-President of the late President Mohamed Ibrahim Egal, and served as his successor from May, 2002 to July, 4

2010
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that elevated Mr. Silanyo to the state power . In most African countries, on the other hand, 6

limited independent media could be attributed to the absence of united political oppositions 

that might determine the role of the media which can serve as a vehicle for regime change 

across the continent. 

This study attempts to cast new light on the challenges that most face the Africa’s freedom 

of speech and expression. It illustrates the gaps that existed within the Somaliland media 

being the state and non-state such as: lack of the professional knowledge of the media 

industry. This element is the flashpoint of the frequent frictions between the media and the 

Somaliland successive leaders those see the media as a threat to the survival of their 

regimes. The study seeks ways forward strategies that aim to tackle the challenges that face 

both the media and the state institutions separately and feed grievances that existed in 

Somaliland. 

Methodology 

This study unveils the challenges that face the Somaliland media and the efforts needed to 

build non-state media capacity as well as the state to work together. Both primary and 

secondary data were collected from various sources. In primary data, key informants from 

government, academia, and journalists were approached. In secondary sources, books, 

journals, and policy documents were used.  

The study refers the successive authorities in Somaliland as regimes due to their 

commonality with their fellow African dictators. In this respect, there are similarities among 

the most African leaders in regards to their practices whether they came to the state power 

by forceful or peaceful means such as the iron fist rule including but not limited to: cracking 

down, detention and others not only against the media but also against their fellows’ citizens 

and their ways of doing state businesses and affairs. 

 The argument of the media people: During the election campaign, Silanyo repeatedly promised the media more 6

privilege and demanded them to support and disseminate his propaganda against his rival and the ruling party, the 
UDUB, and the media did. But, according to the media people, the President has failed to materialize his promises 
after he won the office



Freedom of Speech and Expression: An African Outlook 

The press freedom in Africa has not only been a major popular demand in the movement for 

democratization of the continent since the 1980s, but also it was part of the political 

demands imposed by Western governments as part of their condition for economic support 

(Michael & Nicolas 1994; Thandika 2001; Matthijs 2004; Minabere 2008). This could be 

regarded as a donor-led process not as indigenous initiatives tested its conformity with the 

social cohesion and structure. In connection to that process, over the last two decades there 

has been a significant expansion and proliferation of media in sub-Saharan Africa which 

some might regard as the precursor of a genuine democracy. As the number of the journalists 

and independent media outlets had grown, the numbers of the citizens gaining access to a 

wider variety of media has also increased, as a source for both news and other information 

on public life .  7

But this trend is not common and not without obstacles. In too many African countries, 

independent media and journalists continue to face harassment, detention, prison and 

violence. In some countries, journalists are attacked and sometimes killed for criticizing the 

government, while many others are censored or intimidated into detention and punishment. 

Given the emphasis on that, the worst cases in Africa in recent years happen not only in 

Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Gambia, Rwanda, Swaziland, Somalia, and Zimbabwe, but also 

there are some other African countries that experience such these events (Kwame 2004; 

RWB  2013). In fact, the African governments had used to censor the works of the already 8

limited non-state media that existed in their countries. For instance, Eritrea is regarded as the 

Horn Africa’s North Korean style of rule and media censorship, and is the only state in the 

Horn that does not permit the private ownership and operation of the media after Djibouti. 

Therefore, it is described by many as the Africa’s biggest prison for journalists (Ibid: 2004; 

Bereket 2010; RWB 2013). While its neighbor, Ethiopia does not permit private TVs, there 

 Kwame Karikari (2004), ‘Press Freedom in Africa: Challenges and Opportunities’, New Economy, pp. 184–186.7
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are growing numbers of privately-owned FM stations across the country. However, the 

countries without independent radio or TV are now few and far between in Africa . 9

Indeed, freedom of the media lies at the heart of the liberal doctrine and is formulated in all 

democratic constitutions. The freedom granted to the media is widely believed to mean to 

allow the expression of society’s various subcultures and classes, to voice public opinion, 

and to serve as a means of transmitting messages between the public and their elected 

representatives. The media seem to serve the public by enabling its members to freely 

express their frustration, by bringing their requests to the attention of the government, by 

informing them of the various developments concerning their future, by entertaining, by 

criticizing the actions of the government, and by exposing corruption or irresponsible acts of 

public delegates (Janusz 2001; Raphael 2001; Sandra 2007; David 2008). In this regard, 

these are the most important role of the media, which can be exercised only in the 

democratic societies. 

In Africa, non-state or independent media usually find themselves operating in 

circumstances of varying degrees of repressive government action and political turmoil. 

Despite this, the media continue to engage their businesses and disseminate the news to 

millions of Africans who are in need to find reliable news outside the state-controlled media 

(Kwame 2004). On the other hand, as an African continent ravaged by one-party 

authoritarian regimes, the right to freedom of expression which is believed to be 

fundamental to the existence and consolidation of democracy has remained missing post-

colonial Africa. Given the emphasis on that, African one-party systems have existed in the 

continent from the late 1960s until the early 1990s. At least four-fifths of the continent was 

ruled by authoritarian regimes, either in the form of one-party system, military regime, 

military socialist regime or civil dictatorship (Michael & Nicolas 1994; Matthijs 2004; 

Giovanni 2007; Mohamed & Per 2007).  

 Ibid., 7.9



In this respect, one may argue that the central element to freedom of expression is the 

freedom of the press. Unfortunately though, it is this critical aspect of democracy, which is 

frequently undermined and attacked by various governments across Africa. Despite the 

critical economic and political problems that African democracies confront, according to 

Richard (2003) their citizens continue pervasively to support democracy as a form of 

government. Of course democracy will not provide the answer to all – or even most – of 

these problems and is not a fully-fledged doctrine which does not have weaknesses and 

loopholes.  

In this sense, some might argue that the democracy itself will want to place careful 

limitations upon freedom of action and freedom of speech (Raphael 2001). According to 

their argument, freedom of speech is a guiding principle, and one of the foundations of 

democracy, but at the same time, freedom does not imply anarchy, and the right to exercise 

free expression does not include the right to do unjustified harm to others.  

In southern Somalia, while it has gone through one of the continent’s worst experiences of 

violent conflict since the state collapse in 1991 that backlashes Somalia’s state existence 

(Mary 2012), on the other hand, it had a vibrant industry of private radio and television 

stations . With the existence of this positive development in the media, it was not without 10

challenges. According to the Reporters Without Borders (2013) 18 journalists were killed, 

caught up in bomb attacks or were direct targets of murder, making 2012 the deadliest in 

history for the country’s media. The Horn of Africa state was the second most dangerous 

country in the world for those working in news and information, behind Syria.  

Against all odds, considerable progress has been achieved in the expansion of independent 

media in Africa. Yet significant challenges to media freedom remain to be addressed. In 

some countries, the revival of mass media pluralism and activity has exacted a heavy toll on 

journalists and human rights activists (Kwame 2004). In nearly every African country, there 

is a need for further legal, policy and institutional reforms to cement the commitment to 

 Ibid., 7.10



media freedom and to prevent government interference and censorship (Henry & Jeffrey 

1996; Matthijs 2004; William 2007).  

In the final analysis, there are at least two fundamental differences between the press 

situations in Africa vis-à-vis Somaliland. Whereas the press in Africa was largely comprised 

of professional people from the industry, it experiences frequent harassment and violence 

from their respective countries associated with the lack of favorable environment to exercise 

freedom of writing and expression in particular the private media. But as elsewhere in the 

world, there are state-owned media agencies and other semi-autonomous papers as well 

those are loyal to the regimes. This could be linked to the Africa’s authoritarian regimes 

those regard the private media as a western orchestrated agents that poses threat on their 

regimes. Unlike other sub-Saharan Africa, Somaliland press has “relative freedom” or as 

some might argue “absolute freedom” in regards to Africa, but the people in the media 

industry lacks the profession, knowledge, and experience to the field. Nevertheless, while 

their fellows Africans are in search for a favorable environment for a freedom of speech and 

expression, Somaliland media people are struggling in coping with the profession of the 

mass media to overcome their very weaknesses and cement commitment to free and ethical 

media in the region . 11

Press Freedom in Somaliland: Identifying the Gaps and Challenges 

The media freedom in Somaliland has been a major precursor for democratization and more 

effective governance for the last two decades which was critical to the success of the 

democratic revolution in Somaliland. Since its inception in 1991, Somaliland has been 

practicing freedom of speech and expression which encouraged the explosion of private 

media from the print to broadcasting stations except radio services which the Somaliland 

state has banned for private ownership. Since then, the media and the state were having 

love–hate relationships which sometimes lead both sides to confront and retaliate against 

one another. The government mostly uses its instruments in particular the Police to coerce 

 Observed from the capacity and the level of expression of the African media and journalists in comparison to 11

Somaliland 



the private newspapers and the TVs .  The Government has ordered measureless times the 12

close up and the arrest of journalists. For instance, Hubaal Newspaper, a privately-owned 

newspaper, has been recently arrested, fined and finally sentenced to jail. 

It is not a surprise to raise some questions that could seem as critical ones include: does this 

harassment and arbitrary detention of the media mean that democratic values such as the 

freedom of speech and expression are unlikely to survive on the African continent in general 

and Somaliland in particular? Or is it merely an indication that democratic values are likely 

to be both a difficult and a protracted process? Or is it contrary and that the media are 

breaching the laws and move beyond the objective reporting and professional ethics by 

frequently and needlessly invading the privacy of individuals, and consequently severely 

impairing the reputation of individuals, groups, or organizations and directly or indirectly 

affect the lives and safety of many. 

The following attempts to find an answer to earlier questions and to some other critical 

questions those concern the issue include: are the journalists aware of their rights and 

responsibilities in order to serve both for their own benefits and to the public? Or are the 

state officials skeptical about the private media and have what we can describe as “media 

phobia” which influences them to harass and assault or sometimes detain the private media? 

The aim of this study is to confront the ethical question of the constraints of speech. Focus is 

put on the harm or the offence caused by the speech in question: can we say that sometimes 

the harm or the offence brought about by a certain speech constitutes such an injury that it 

cannot be tolerated? More specifically, under what conditions can preventing offence 

provide adequate reason for limiting freedom of speech and expression? 

Identifying the Gaps and Challenges 

Since its establishment as an independent Republic of Somaliland in 1991, Somaliland has 

had vibrant independent media and for the most part took its role in state and peace building 

 Observed from the unfriendly and volatile relations between the government and the media which causes frequent 12

confrontations and frictions and sometimes forces the government to detain and arrest



efforts. In line with that story, post-independence media in Somaliland have faced twin 

challenges: to generate increased domestic news outlets to meet pressing issues with a little 

knowledge to the media ethics, rights and responsibilities, and the successive state 

authorities who had no tolerance at all to the media and respond it in an aggressive way .  13

In recent years we have witnessed growing criticism of the conduct of the mass media in 

Somaliland. This criticism is multidimensional (social, economic, political, and ethical) and 

is grounded mostly in facts concerning the conduct of the media. Among those who criticize 

the media are representatives of the government at local, regional, and national levels, the 

political parties, elite members, academics, judges, and media professionals themselves . 14

At least there are three typical critiques raised against the media. First, the media are not an 

objective but a politically biased moderator. This criticism is common among all political 

parties in Somaliland, and political activists, and especially this is common during political 

tensions, like election campaigns. Another common criticism is that the Somaliland media 

lack social responsibility. In this respect, some express concern that the media’s 

irresponsible coverage of national issues may undermine state security or offend public 

morale. One such contention is that intense coverage of military operations and other 

intelligence information which are unnecessary to cover. This kind of behavior among the 

media people in Somaliland increased public fears and anxieties. Finally, some find the 

Somaliland media’s pursuit of sensationalism owing to market-driven competition as a 

major fault .  15

Indeed, what is happening in Somaliland is an important factor that needs to be analyzed and 

discussed, because it needs to raise the question of whether democracy in Somaliland in 

particular the freedom of speech and expression is being consolidated, dissipated or abused. 

The experience of the Somaliland media over the past two decades seems to indicate that the 

 Observed from the practices both from the government and the media13

 Discussions with a senior lecturer at the University of Hargeisa, Hargeisa, Somaliland14

 Discussions with a senior Somaliland Government officer, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia15



successive regimes wanted to harass or even prison the media or find other means to do so. 

To be clear and honest about the issue, the media itself was and remains to be part of the 

problem due to its failure to adhere professional ethics.  

In the contemporary history of Somaliland, the first established government in 1991 led by 

the late President Abdurrahman Ahmed Ali  should be regarded as the midwife of the 16

Somaliland non-state media. During the Egal era, though the media had difficult days with 

his government, on the other hand the media had reached its peak and enjoyed relative 

freedom; while his successor, the Riyale had had a difficult relationship with the non-state 

media. The uneasy relations with the media eventually led the media to shift and serve as a 

propaganda chief for the opposition groups and help in galvanizing the public. For instance, 

the ruling KULMIYE  has won the majority of the nationwide votes in 2010 election, 17

because the private media supported him.  

Fundamentally, some think that democracy should tolerate all forms and types of speech. In 

Somaliland, one can observe that the newly elected regime has recycled the policies of its 

predecessor by engaging harassment and arbitrarily detention of the journalists without a 

prior warrant from the concerned legal bodies, while the media euphoria is waning . 18

Despite the Silanyo campaign, cosmetic and cathartic expressions to do this and that if 

elected. The harassment against the private media is still continuing. This kind of practice is 

challenging the democracy and the peace of that unrecognized nation in the Horn of Africa. 

Indeed, the recent event of the Hubaal assault and the subsequent detention of the paper’s 

chief editor and the manager is a clear indication that appears to show that democratically 

 He was one of the prominent and most renowned Somali diplomats post-independence Somali state. Served as a 16

Somalia’s ambassador to Ethiopia, the Sudan, and the United Arab Emirates. He joined the Somali National Movement 
(SNM) mid-1980s, and was the 6th and the last Chairman of the Movement. He was the one who declared Somaliland’s 
separation from the rest of Somalia in the Grand Conference in Buroa on 18th May, 1991; and served as the first 
President of the new Somaliland Republic, he died in London in 2003 

 Former opposition political party in Somaliland before winning the presidential election conducted in the country 17

on 26 June 2010

 Such as the arbitrarily detention of the Waaheen News Paper editor-in-chief (2011), the Saxafi News Paper editor-18

in-chief (2012), the Hubaal(2013) and the constant threats and media violations from the Government officials 
against the private media



elected leaders in Africa are no less prone than those come to the power through forceful or 

coup d'état seeking to stay in office with what’s described as widespread abuse and 

manipulation of power .  19

In the current state of affairs, the elected Silanyo –Saylici  regime in Somaliland though 20 21

has demonstrated some improvement in various fronts, the fact that the ongoing human 

rights abuses and the widespread of corruption in the form of nepotism, favoritism and 

partiality which are overt in the country at the moment have negative implications on the 

state . Concerns are found to be troublesome to anyone seeking to work with them. While 22

on the other hand, Silanyo–Saylici regime has never tired of telling Somaliland citizens “We 

feel your pain”. These beautifully constructed and politically motivated statements have not 

yet been translated into practice. 

In many instances journalists are not objective in their reporting because they cannot avoid 

selecting and because they prefer to interpret (Raphael 2001). In Somaliland, both the state 

and non-state media are not immune from such faults taking place. Therefore, a number of 

challenges are needed to be addressed accordingly. These include: lack of knowing 

professional ethics of the media and lack of capacity building programs both from the media 

institutions and also from the government.  

The government is responsible for generating responsive and responsible journalists to serve 

the nation, by the addressing absence of policies that might guide the media, and indeed lack 

of enough payments. The latter is regarded not as the sole but the major factor that 

influences the moral values of the media people in Somaliland . 23

 It is the nature of the Africans to use excess power against their fellows’ citizens whether they came to the power 19

in election or coup d'état 

 Nickname of the incumbent President of the Somaliland Republic, Ahmed Mohamed Mohamoud20

 Nickname of the incumbent Vice-President of the Somaliland Republic, Abdirahman Abdilahi Ismail21

 There is a public anger against the current regime practices in regards to his injustice employment and nomination 22

in government offices

 Discussions with one of the senior journalists in the Somaliland Ministry of Information, Hargeisa, Somaliland 23



As stated, though the media has shown a quantitative rapid increase, on the other hand, one 

may observe that both the private and the state-owned media are lacking two essential 

elements: a) critical thinking, and, b) sense of nationalism. Absence of a critical thinking 

with intellectual depth and the necessary tools to think independently, to question and 

criticize, engage in collaborative work and be open-minded about alternative points of view 

in the media. This could be linked to the argument that the press in Somaliland has been 

established without working in acknowledged professions and skills to present the public 

neutral and constructive ideas. In addition, another crucial aspect in regard to the media adds 

its weight: the objective reporting, according to Raphael (2001), it is a necessary component 

of media ethics to narrate an unbiased reporting and cover a given story in a fair and 

accurate manner.  

In this respect, this is one of the major if not the sole factor that hampers the ethics and 

values of the press. The second point to note is the issue of nationalism: most of the media if 

not all are not aware of their responsibilities in particular when it comes to the national 

issues. It is distressing to see media outlets across the country that carry unnecessary issues 

that might hurt the image of the state, these include: intervening security issue which in one 

way or another is taboo . Engaging such activities gives room for those who engage in 24

damaging and sabotaging the country’s image through propaganda campaigns.  

In many regards, one may suggest that the idea of objectivity should be rejected in cases 

presenting ideas sharply opposed to peace and stability, which encourages various forms of 

discrimination or violence against others . In consequence, ethics in the media means 25

taking social norms into consideration. The preservation of those very norms, which allow 

the functioning of peace and stability, ought also to require self-containment and self-control 

on the part of media reporters . 26

 Several times some media covered military and intelligence reports which are not entitled the media to cover at 24

all even in the democratic societies

Raphael Cohen-Almagor (2001) in his book: “Speech, Media and Ethics, the Limits of Free Expression: Critical 25

Studies on Freedom of Expression, Freedom of the Press and the Public’s Right to Know”, by Palgrave, New York

 Ibid., 25.26



In nearly every Somaliland media, there is an urgent need for further legal, policy and 

institutional reforms to cement the commitment to media freedom and to prevent 

government interference and censorship. In Somaliland, the media has enjoyed editorial 

independence and self-censoring but their first responsibility remains in avoiding public and 

private disappointments. While on the other hand, the major frictions between the state and 

the media are linked with news outlets which are in one way or another annoying the 

government. This could be attributed to the fact that the absence of objective reporting and 

truth are regarded as the most challenging factors on the Somaliland freedom of speech and 

expression. Therefore, the media people neither have professionalism nor knowledge to 

exercise media tasks . On the contrary, the most surprising and the unfortunate factor 27

observed is that those high rank government officials have little knowledge on how to deal 

with the media and even how to sue it. It’s an especially ironic to conclude: for better or 

worse, due to many factors and reasons, the Somaliland public is  prepared to accept the 

state of media in Somaliland founded on an “absolute freedom”. 

Despite these coercive measures against the non-state media coupled with the presence of 

some institutional weaknesses from legal to policies existed in the media, it would be no 

exaggeration to say that the manner and tone of the reporting of the private media in 

Somaliland in regards to building peace and state institutions as well as the successive 

democratization processes was without a doubt in breach of the sense of peace and social 

cohesion which served as a milestone for the Somaliland’s lasting peace and stability over 

the past two decades without international engagement.  

Responding to the Challenges: A Strategy for Sustainable Media Industry 

Somaliland, though it has not yet been accorded de jure recognition by any country or 

international organization, the emergence of independent media institutions and its 

continuous efforts to enhance the freedom of speech and expression through independent 

 It is observable from the coverage both the private and the public media, for instance, they releases news outlets 27

and footages without editing and censoring. This kind of behavior derails the national solidarity and creates suspicion 
and mistrust among the society



newspapers both print and online, and TVs, has remained crucial (The Economist 2013). 

Without doubt, however, there are number of factors and challenges that need to be 

addressed through implementing number of sacrifices from the parties concerned. It seems 

obvious that these challenges emanate at least from two compatible fronts: inadequate 

training programs plus legal and policies which are to some extent the major problems that 

are currently facing the media. Therefore, these weaknesses need to be tackled by local 

initiatives with an international support from the donors to strengthen the sector which 

remains one of the prime priorities of the State citizens. 

As Raphael (2001) argues “funding is an essential prerequisite for independence of the 

media. According to him, the press should be funded by an independent body – a charity or a 

foundation – that cares about the press and understands its significant role in a democratic 

society. This body is required not to be a political, and without any affiliation to the media to 

demonstrate its neutrality. In Somaliland, changing the existing situation where the owners 

fund the media that are supposed to scrutinize their conduct is necessary. In this regard, 

some might argue that there is a room to suspect that the public interests are not adequately 

served when the entire funding comes from the industry. 

For these to happen, there is a need to establish effective press council that unites the all 

types of the media operating in Somaliland. The council to be an effective and efficient one, 

it should be made in accordance with a written code of conducts with a clear language set to 

normative standards for ethical and professional reporting. Moreover, the code must 

circulate among media circles and among the public institutions as well as the people at 

large to be aware of its existence.  

In the final analysis, the Government should work with the national and international 

organizations that are eager to help the media in Somaliland. As part of that collaboration, 

the Ministry of Information should take the initiative and jointly work with the media 

council to settle disputes that occasionally arise through consensus and constitutional 

mechanisms. This mechanism remains the prime force for the Somaliland democracy. 

Moreover, the Government should facilitate in providing training programs and seek 



opportunities to the Somaliland media both public and private that is aimed at upgrading the 

knowledge and skills of the media people. Therefore, it is believed that these programs could 

serve as a milestone for promoting the level of collaboration and understanding between the 

two, the Government and the Media camp.  

Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations 

In the Somaliland context, though the media has been on a rapid increase with an active and 

affirmative impact on the overall community development, peace-building processes and 

democratization of the state, on the other hand, it was not without challenges. These 

challenges need to be addressed through capacity building programs to promote its 

effectiveness that could balance the interests of the citizens and the public simultaneously. 

As far as the media of Somaliland is concerned, the independent media is relatively regarded 

by both the donors and citizens as one of the major private institutions that maintain 

Somaliland’s internal cohesion with the presence of some institutional weaknesses not only 

from the media itself but also from the Government Specialized Agency for the Media, the 

Ministry of Information. The Ministry of Information which is the only governmental 

institution mandated to preserve, coordinate and control both the private and the public 

media institutions. It appears that it has failed to exercise and materialize its authority to 

direct the media in a way which reflects its mandate. In this regard, it is in an urgent need for 

further institutional reforms and restructuring. 

To this end, the effectiveness of the Somaliland media rests on adhering media ethics and 

social responsibilities to penetrate deep into the society with an objective reporting to 

disseminate reliable outputs. In this sense, though the media has engaged tirelessly in the 

successive state and peace building efforts as well as the democratization stages. On the 

other hand, building its capacity should be a long-term key priority focusing on capacity 



which requires more attention in a post-state-building endeavor not only from those who 

have concerns on the media, but the major responsibility rests on the government shoulders 

to sketch ways forward ground-breaking strategies to overcome the very institutional 

weaknesses of the media that remained since its inception.  
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